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HOSTING ORGANISATION
Please give a short description of hosting organisation (and, if applicable, of local coordinating organisation)
« La Régie de Quartier » is a non profit Organization. Its aim is to propose an answer to the needs identified by
the inhabitants and to product with them the services which will meet their needs. Trough those activities
created, «La Régie » offers the possibility to the inhabitants in difficulties of the area (18 - 60 years old) to take
part to salaried activities in the non profit organization on casual missions (renovation, maintenance, cleaning,
sustainable and social developpement, night and neigbourgh mediation, etc.).
« La Régie de quartier » is involved in the Villeneuve’s urban renewal project and to reexamine the collection
system of the household refuse, elaborated for 5 years, to bring an educational program to the sustainable
development (EDD) in play.
To answer to the important quantity of problems of wild deposits of waste and to the difficulties of sorting of
rubbish into different types for recycling. « La Régie » has created a local dynamic trough sustainable
development collective and initiated a project of “ressourcerie” (waste reducing by reusing) the aims are :

To be more efficient for recycling the cumbersome waste which come from the waste collection centre, by more
selection, and by the breaking up and the reassertion
To develop an economic activity, the delivery of a service of selection, and breaking up of the cumbersome
waste, but also the sale in a shop space of the reused products.
To promote the social integration of people with difficulties living in this area, offering a shipyard in recycling.
Sensitization to the inhabitants/citizens to develop the behaviours and to move towards an active « ecological
citizenship », through the implementation of a program of educational actions, information, and sensitization on
the environment. With as result, a reducing wild deposits, and to put the waste collection centre to good use, a
better selection of the waste.

TASKS OF THE VOLUNTEER
Please give a detailed description of volunteer’s tasks :
The volunteer will have a role of intermediate and support for the sustainable development team of the “Régie de
quartier”. He’ll help our team to sensitize the inhabitants of « Villeneuve/ Olympic Village », and especially the
children to the sorting of rubbish into different types for recycling and to the ecological citizenship.

We would like to receive a young volunteer on the fields of the sensitization and the education to the sustainable
development. The stakes are high because on the one hand there is the Urban Renewal Zone, and on the other
hand there is a renovation of the collecting system, it will be two important projects which will promote new
behaviours of the inhabitants. The aim is to motivate the inhabitants to be active on their area’s transformation.
The young volunteer(s) will be integrated in the team in charge of this sensitization mission. One of the main
themes is the local work to a large public, but more especially for the children at school.
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2 activities may be proposed:

Volunteering activities- 1st Volunteer
The five intervention main themes of the sensitization’s mission :
To promote new citizen’s behaviours, especially for those who never did the selection, because they didn’t have
the adequate system.
To improve the quality of the « ecological citizenship » in general and more for the waste’s prevention.
Work on the creation of a charter "éco-structure" and on its implementation in partnership with the reflecting
group, in the aim to involve the area’ structures in a sustainable development approach.
Motivate and follow the « ecological initiatives » by the inhabitants
Development of a project for an additional currency (Sol), project supported by the City, The Métro (town) and
the Region.

Voluntary activities – 2nd volunteer
The second volunteer will help to create some punctual actions of « la Régie de quartier » like :
The European Week of the reduction of the waste
The month of sustainable development (association manifestation under the « Régie de Quartier » impulsion on
energy saving, waste reduction and valorisation)
The forum « Naturissima » on reduction, reused and recycling of waste
Festi Village (exchanging day and meeting with inhabitants and area associations)
The sustainable development week on a responsible and united consumption
Volunteers will have time during their activities to work on a personal project related to this topic. They can bring
their idea and work on it if they wish. We would like to have a real exchange between our team and the
volunteers on environmental technics used in different countries, on their culture that can be presented in
schools or to our partners for example.

To finish, we will give the opportunity to volunteers to participate to excursions, animations organised by “la régie
de quartier”. We will make them discover our region, traditions

